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The Problem with Pricing
the Confederate Enigmatic Notes

By George B. Tremmel

Pricing Guides

IN MY RECENTLY PUBLISHED, A GUIDEBOOK OF COUNTERFEIT CONFEDERATE CURRENCY,
estimated values for the Enigmatic Notes (also called the XX-2 or T-47 and the XX-3 or T-48) raised some
eyebrows. The following discussion is offered to provide a more complete description of the valuation process
used. It also will demonstrate why pricing information is less reliable than other information found in curren-

cy "catalog/price guideline" books. (While the words "price" and "value" have somewhat different dictionary defin-
itions, they are used more or less synonymously here.)

Typically, there are two major components of a note's value:
(1) - Tangible. These are the factors of grade and rarity. Both can be measured with reasonable accuracy

and consistency; and a general consensus of both usually can be established.
(2) - Intangible. The impact of a note's availability, eye appeal, provenance, desirability, future market

conditions and buyer/seller knowledge cannot be measured quantitatively. (While it is true that a note's pricing
history is a tangible fact, the usefulness of past history, as a predictor of future prices, is far from certain.) The
intangible factors, then, are subjective and non-quantitative; but they are real, and important in determining total
value.

Another consideration is that when printed on a page, value estimates are fixed at that point in time. The
current price of a note, however, is dynamically determined by the tangible and intangible conditions present at the
time the buy/sell decision is made by the participants in the transaction. Consequently, printed value information is
useful only as a guide of fairly short term duration.

Valuing the Enigmatic Notes

The Enigmatic Notes introduce another level of intangible complexity which makes setting their values
more difficult. This complexity is the presence of an intangible "mystery" factor that addresses the historical origin
of these notes and prompts three questions:

(1) What are they - fantasy, legitimate test designs (essay notes), collector fakes, advertising stock, sou-
venirs, or business college currency?

(2) When were they printed - contemporary to the Civil War era or postwar?
(3) Who produced them - CSA Treasury Department, counterfeiters, CSA print shop note designers,

post war fake note producers, advertising or souvenir printers?
While a number of speculative theories exist, no hard evidence has emerged that definitively answers these

questions. This, unfortunately, has been the case for more than one hundred years. However, to assume these
questions will never be answered, just because they have not been so far, is too easy.

A Conclusion Based on the "Weight of the Evidence"

At this time, a "weight of the evidence" conclusion can be reached based on what we do know about the
Enigmatic Notes:

(1) They are not counterfeits, by definition, since they are not fraudulent imitations of known genuine
notes.

(2) They are no rarer than R5 and R6, respectively, on the 2007 Tremmel Rarity Scale.
(3) No CSA Treasury correspondence makes clear reference to their existence, either as contemporary

test design notes or notes of fraudulent issue.
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(4) They are poorly printed on notepaper of varying quality.
(5) They contain typographical errors normally not seen on essay notes that are intended to be design

models.
(6) Apparently, early researcher and cataloger, Raphael Thian never saw them since specimens or refer-

ences to them are not found in his extensive currency albums at Duke University.
(7) They first appeared no earlier than the mention of one of them, the XX-2, in the 1877 Bechtel

album.
Until new hard evidence about the nature of the Enigmatic Notes is discovered, a conclusion "of proof

beyond a reasonable doubt" on their origin cannot be made. In the meantime, the "weight of the evidence" makes a
reasonable circumstantial case that the Enigmatic Notes are fantasy creations. Additionally, while the notes may
have been printed during the Civil War years, they could well be postwar creations. This opinion, like other opin-
ions on this subject, is not yet supported by hard evidence. So, the search for it continues.

This conclusion also is supported by the late Douglas Ball's opinion that the notes were fantasy creations--
an opinion now out of favor with some. Ball was the premier CSA currency researcher of the 20th Century and his
opinion cannot be disregarded out of hand because earlier researchers, such as H. D. Allen and Phillip Chase, held
different opinions at the time of their studies. They along with William West Bradbeer considered them essay
notes. Later researchers "stand" on the shoulders of the researchers who came before and certainly must respect
their contributions -- but that respect should not hinder the new questions, insights and hypotheses that are part of
the discovery process.

The new Tremmel CSA counterfeit currency book takes the approach that, for the most part, bases pricing
on the tangible factors of condition and rarity. The Enigmatic Notes' value estimates also reflect the opinion that
the notes are contemporary fantasy notes. Neither current market prices nor other intangible components were
included.

That the Enigmatic Notes' market prices today are higher than their "book" values probably reflects addi-
tional intangible pricing components that are not necessarily valid. Among others, these include:

(1) the inference, belief or hope that the Enigmatic Notes are legitimate contemporary CSA test design
issues, i.e., essay notes;

(2) the desire of collectors, investors and dealers to acquire or market the "complete" 72 note CSA type
set as defined by Grover Criswell in his earlier books; thus compelling the need for type collectors to include the
Criswell Types 47 and 48 in their collections.

New Valuations Await New Evidence

When current research reveals more information, Enigmatic Note transaction prices will react to that new
level of knowledge. For instance, if the Enigmatic Notes ultimately are found to be contemporary fantasy notes,
like the Female Riding Deer XX-1/A and XX-1/B, they will reflect values based on that fact. If, instead, the notes
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Alexandria, La. Issue 	 Wookey Hole Mill watermark

Award-winning author and collector/dealer Pierre Fricke is helping collectors of Confederate paper money
build type, rare variety and contemporary counterfeit collections. I've owned and helped others acquire:
• 3 of the 5 known T-59 J Green and Son watermarked notes
• 43 inverted backs and many of the known examples of the "Great Rarities"
• Complete collections of Wookey Hole Mill and J Whatman watermarked notes
• A complete plen error (e.g., T-43 1-10 error) set and complete collections of T-10s, T-26s and T-33s
• Many T-21 and T-24 "NY" watermarked notes and Non-Collectible (NCs) rare Confederate notes
• Getting started collections, type, contemporary counterfeit, T-39, 40 and 41 specialty items too

Pierre Fricke; P. 0. Box 52514; Atlanta, GA 30355
www.csaquotes.com ; pfrickeattglobal.net

Buy * Sell * Auctions * New Varieties * Provenance
Email or write to get your rare notes in the Census!
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are proved to be post-war fantasy creations, like the Female Riding Deer XX-1/C, they also should reflect that find-
ing and be valued accordingly.

On the other hand, if the Enigmatic Notes are proven to be contemporary, legitimate test designs or essay
notes and, as such, included in the legitimate CSA currency population, they certainly will command a significant
price premium over their fantasy note valuation.

In the meantime, today's buyers and sellers are, as always, free to include their own intangible, subjective
factors in arriving at what they consider a fair transaction price.
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